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A. Senate adopts cheating policy clarifications
By Sharon Sherman
staff Writer
With finals week quickly approaching, 
students should take note that the Aca­
demic Senate has brought cheating and 
plagiarism to the fore with Tuesday’s 
passage of a revised resolution on the 
issue.
The current policy in the Campus Ad­
ministrative Manual lacks adequate ex­
planation and definition on cheating and 
fails to discuss plagiarism, the resolution 
states.
If approved by Cal Poly President War­
ren Baker, the adopted resolution will
replace the present CAM guidelines on 
cheating.
“ Cheating requires an ‘F’ course grade 
and further attendance in the course is 
prohibited,’’ the resolution states. 
“ However, if a student appeals the charge 
of cheating, s/he shall be permitted to re­
main in the class through the appeals pro­
cess.’’
The resolution also states the dean of 
Student Affairs may determine if addi­
tional disciplinary action is required. Some 
of these actions are required special 
counseling, special paper or research 
assignments and suspension or dismissal 
from the university.
“ The opinion of the Fairness Board and 
the Academic Senate, last spring, is that 
we do not want instructor discretion in the 
event of cheating — an automatic ‘F’ 
course grade would be required,’’ said 
George Beardsley, chair of the Fairness 
Board. “ Plagiarism is different in that the 
instructor has some options — unless 
there is a clear intent to deceive.’’
If there is no intent to deceive an in­
structor, it’s not required to notify the 
dean of Student Affairs. Under those cir­
cumstances, “ An instructor may choose to 
counsel the student and offer a remedy 
(within his/her authority) which is less 
severe than that required for cheating,’’
the policy states.
A resolution on the sexual harassment 
policy was also adopted by the senate.
The purposes of the policy, as stated in 
the resolution, are to: “ promote a positive 
working and learning environment on 
campus, provide Cal Poly faculty, staff 
and students with a specific procedure and 
policy to address sexual harassment, and 
provide due process for all parties involv­
ed.’’
Donna Duerk, chair of the Status of 
Women Committee which proposed the 
policy, said the intention is primarily to 
stop sexual harassment, rather than to
See SENATE, back page
Year-end 
anxieties 
keep Poly 
police busy
By Marisa Fujikake
staff Writer_________________________________
Summer vacation begins in 
three weeks and students are 
anxious to get out. It is this time 
of the year that keeps Public 
Safety busy.
“ Students are overzealous dur­
ing this time of year,’’ said Of­
ficer Alan Blair. This results in 
the increase of thefts, drunken 
driving violations, illegal parking 
violations and fire hazards, he 
said.
The major problem on campus 
at the end of every quarter is the 
increase in book thefts, said 
Blair. “ People steal these books 
and sell them back (to the 
bookstore).’’
Backpack thefts usually occur 
in the library and in the dining 
halls. This time of the year also 
invites the risk of thefts in the 
residence halls. Often during the 
last week of school, residence 
doors are left unlocked or open 
during the process of moving 
out. Stolen belongings in the 
past have included desktop 
items, cassette tapes and stereo 
Walkmans.
Clothes may also be stolen 
from the residence hall laundry 
rooms, said Carol Folsom, coor­
dinator of student development 
at Yosemite Hall. “ If they’re 
thinking of taking clothes, 
they’re more apt to do it at the 
end of the year,’’ Folsom said. 
“ Nobody is going to see them 
wearing it when school is out.’’
Students should be aware of 
the consequences if caught steal­
ing, said Blair. “We normally 
prosecute to the fullest extent of 
law,’’ he said.
Increase in the number of par­
ties poses yet another problem — 
drunken driving. More drunk 
d riv in g  v io la tio n s  occur 
thoughout San Luis Obispo, said 
Blair. “ Students are glad that 
they’re getting out,’’ he said.
Coupled with the increase in 
drunken driving violations is the 
increase in illegal parking viola- 
See SAFETY, back page
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Vicki Davenport with her Mickey Mouse Ciub scrapbook.
Mouseketeer t^ails ^
This Cellar manager experienced 
early life as a guitar-toting tot
By Marianne Biasotti
Staff Writer_______________________________________________________________________
M-I-C!, K-E-Y!, M-O-U-S-E ... this tune is fondlyremembered by honarary mouseketeers, now adults, who sat devoutly in front of the television sporting 
mouse ears, and even by those who never grew up with Bobb\ 
and Annette.
But the one who remembers it most at Cal Poly knew 
firsthand what is was like to dance and sing in front of the 
camera as an original membei of the Mickey Mouse Club.
When she was only three years old, Vicki Blankinship, now 
Vicki Davenport, manager of The Cellar, was the youngest 
mouseketeer.
Davenport began dancing at age 3, and was encouraged to 
be a mouseketeer by her dance teacher, who was also 
choreographer for the Mickey Mouse Club.
Being on stage wasn’t something she was pushed to do, but 
was something Davenport really enjoyed.
“ I was never scared, it was in my blood and I loved it,’’ 
Davenport said. “ Some kids were nervous before going on
See MOUSE, page 10
UU bowling alley set 
to reopen fall quarter
By Keith Nunes
staff Writer
The bowling alley will be open 
fall quarter.
The University Union Execu­
tive Committee adopted a budget 
proposal Tuesday which will 
allow the opening of the bowling 
alley, despite speculation last 
week that there was not enough 
money in the budget to let it 
open for another year.
“ Last week was a terrible 
mix-up,’’ said Jocelyn Jones, a 
com m ittee member. “ The 
members of the UEC were given 
information, which was wrong. 
That information led us to be­
lieve there was not enough
money in the budget to support 
the opening of the bowling alley. 
During the week the mistake was 
clarified and we found there was 
enough money to support open­
ing the bowling alley.’’
“ I’m not sure what took place 
last week,’’ said Roger Conway, 
ASl executive director. “ 1 was 
unable to attend last week’s 
meeting, and when I returned it 
was the first time I had heard 
about the bowling alley not 
opening. I think it was a glitch in 
the system. The system of figur­
ing out budget is very complex, 
and 1 believe the complexity of 
the issue caused some people to 
come to the wrong conclusion.’’
See ALLEY, page 10
Christianity dropping 
in positive influence
Survey: Fewer laud societal impact
By James Welch
staff Writer
Fewer students this year be­
lieve Christianity has a positive 
influence on society than did last 
year, according to a religious 
survey conducted by Campus 
Crusade for Christ.
Of the 157 students polled in 
this second annual survey, 62 
percent said the impact of Chris­
tianity on the world is positive, 
whereas 15 percent said it isn’t.
Campus Crusade for Christ 
conducted this survey to get an 
accurate picture of the religious 
attitudes, interests and opinions 
of students. The organization 
will use the results to help guide 
their efforts on campus.
“ The survey helps us to see 
how we can help meet any needs 
or lack of understanding on 
campus,’’ said Ron Gunn, a 
campus staff member of Campus 
Crusade for Christ.
The idea for the survey stems 
from similar types of surveys 
conducted at U.C.L.A. since the 
1960s. Those surveys have 
become popular and are often 
used to determine the attitudes 
and beliefs of college students 
throughout the country every 
year.
Campus Crusade for Christ In­
ternational first adapted these 
surveys to relate to religious 
views. Most of the surveys were 
conducted at major universities 
See SURVEY, page 10
Insight
Scantron, short-answers, 
essays? Read about why dif­
ferent professors choose dif­
ferent methods to give tests.
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□ “ 1 have a real strong feeling about A’s and earning them. 
But to be fair, that would be the fairest measure.”
Anna Kuhl, head o f San Jose State’s Academic Fairness 
Committee, which ordered a professor to give all 19 students in 
his class an A because his course requirements were confusing.
□ “ A lot of people ask me if I cut out on my social life and if 
I just stay up all night or never sleep. But I sleep normally 
and go and party and do things.”
Priscilla Butler, 18, three weeks before becoming Cal Poly’s 
youngest graduate ever.
□ “The dialogue is minimal. When the heroes want to speak, 
they talk not in words but in slogans.”
A. Shalnev, a Soviet correspondent, after seeing a sneak 
preview o f “Rambo III. ’’
□  “ Those who benefited from the Reagan-Bush economic ir­
responsibilities should pay for the party.”
Jesse Jackson, proposing hefty tax increases.
□  ‘T m  really glad this happened. We have been getting a 
black eye lately for zero tolerance, and this shows what we’re 
doing.”
Lt. Cmdr. Jack Hardin, after the Coast Guard seized 37 1/2 
tons o f hashish and 15 tons o f marijuana in San Francisco Bay.
□  “ These jewelry makers think they have the perfect thing 
for ‘Moonlighting’ and they come in with things I wouldn’t 
put on a hooker on the show.”
Cal Poly alumna Buffy Snyder, costume supervisor for the hit 
series.
Reagan on easy street with media
F or all its might and democratic traditions America is skittish about national soul sear­
ching. The nation knows it has a host of problems, 
but also looks for perennial solace in the image of 
its leader.
Johnson was too crude, Nixon played the dual 
role of the Macbeths, Ford left with nary a trace 
and Carter was mired in malaise.
Then came Reagan. A simple man who simplified 
complexities. The nation ululated in jubilation. 
Here was a man who was not venal, exuded good 
nature, was at ease with himself, chopped wood on 
weekends and even appealed to the couch potatoes 
by watching rented movies in bed.
Reagan came at the right time. Carter had the 
moral rectitude to please conservative Democrats, 
but had it not been for Watergate he probably 
would have never paced the Oval Office. The 
famous Playboy interview in which he confessed to 
have lusted beyond Rosalyn certainly did not help.
The nation could even hear the scales dropping 
from his eyes when he was informed of the Soviet 
invasion of Afghanistan. His brooding in the wan­
ing days of his presidency over the American 
hostage situation in Tehran painfully emphasized 
his and the nation’s powerlessness.
The national psyche could not accept the sight of 
the Stars and Stripes being defiled by a band of 
“ heathens” inebriated in an orgy of pseudo-events
An incredulous media, 
at first supercilious, 
followed suit by 
jumping on the Great 
Communicator bandwagon,
t
Staged for the benefit of the American mass media.
Reagan appealed to the American characteristics 
of cheerfulness, that tomorrow is always a better 
day. He brought a sense of pragmatism and prac­
ticality and, above all, a perception of success. All 
prized socio-political values for the nation.
An incredulous media, at first supercilious, 
followed suit by jumping on the Great Com-
THE REAGAN LEGACY 
Part IV
By Nishan Havandjian
municator bandwagon. The pundits, the Sam 
Donaldsons, Jack Nelsons, Hodding Carters shook 
their heads and pointed out inconsistencies 
through articles and news clips.
T he public and a segment of the print press re­mained unwavering. No Cuban soldiers found 
in the mountains of Grenada? It was an honest 
mistake. Over 200 U.S. marines killed in the 
quagmire of Lebanon? It was a show of strength 
and an attempt to “ uphold” the democratic prin­
ciples of Lebanon. No trace found of the so-called 
Libyan hit squads reportedly ready to perpetuate 
terrorism on U.S. soil? Nobody answered that 
question since there were no real media follow-ups.
In his second term, Teflon schlerosis set in. The 
media, emboldered by the traces of rationality ex­
hibited by the American public, reveled in the 
“ sleaze factor,” the shady Iran-contra dealings and 
the Zodiac alignment.
Although still emotionally attached to their head 
of state, Americans began to realize that he may 
have outstayed his welcome. His detachment, once 
viewed as a regal sign of delegation, was now 
resuscitated as intellectual idleness. His excessive 
reliance on subordinates was criticized as a fatal 
faux pas.
Although the foreign press has been trenchantly 
critical of the last days of the Reagan presidency, 
the U.S. media have refrained from the coup de 
grace. True, the Greek chorus is rebellious, but 
most have stayed on to go through the motions of 
repartee so that Reagan can sail to the Bel Air 
sunset at the end of the last reel with a semblance 
of dignity.
In the meantime, the British newsweekly “The 
Economist” had this May Zodiac outlook for 
Aquarian Reagan: “ Reward a loyal follower.
Remember a bush in hand is worth more than the 
bird. Old friends can hurt you. Your words (their 
words?) may come back to haunt you.”
Last in a four-part series by various contributors 
examining the effects o f Ronald Reagan’s presiden­
cy. Nishan Havandjian is a Cal Poly journalism 
professor.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
We’re unduly 
inculpated
Editor — The author of your 18 
May diatribe (“ Lack of Honor” ) 
needs further education on one of 
the basic tenets of journalistic 
integrity. Instead of a scathing 
indictment of a wrong, he has 
used the editorial page of the 
Mustang Daily to libel several
thousand honest Cal Poly stu­
dents. How can you justify such 
in te m p e ra te  d o g m a tism , 
especially when your writer fails 
to offer any evidence beyond in- 
uendo and misstated fact?
The claim that an honor
system would be unworkable
here “ because too many Cal Poly 
students wouldn’t be faithful to 
their pledge” disparages our in­
tegrity as students. If three
people in a class cheat, that still 
leaves 27 honest students. Or 
should they be disgraced because 
“ too many” students cheated?
Rhetorically, the author asked 
how many students would cheat 
without a proctor watching, 
given that three will with some­
one observing. I say three, but 
the editorial implied a larger 
number. The burden of proof lies 
with the accuser, and no proof 
was offered.
A dm ittedly, a sense of 
Rooseveltian pragmatism per­
vades the student body at Cal 
Poly . If som ething isn ’t 
specifically prohibited, then it’s 
considered permissible behavior. 
Many instructors make it a point 
to inform their students that 
anyone caught cheating or 
plagiarizing will be failed in that 
course. Of those who do, how 
many have a significant amount 
of cheating take place? Even 
honest people can benefit from 
reminders to stay honest.
Truth is the ultimate defense 
against libel. If you cannot prove 
we are liars and cheats, then 
admit the slanderous nature of 
your editorial and apologize to 
the good students of Cal Poly.
BILL CLARDY
BLOOM CO U N TY by Berke Breathed
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State Nation World
Opponents file lawsuit saying 
taxes used to back Prop. 71
Reagan heads for Moscow, 
says summit won’t be easy
Japan relieved at Reagan’s 
veto of retaliatory trade bill
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Opponents of Proposition 71 
are suing state schools chief Bill Honig and the 
Department of Education, contending taxpayer funds 
were illegally used to back the initiative.
Honig’s department said the lawsuit is “ totally 
without merit.”
The lawsuit was filed Tuesday in Sacramento County 
Superior Court by Lewis Uhler, co-chairman of the main 
group opposing Proposition 71, and other groups.
A hearing is scheduled Friday on the lawsuit’s request 
for a court order that Honig and the department use no 
more public funds to support the initiative.
Jonathan Coupal of the Pacific Legal Foundation, a 
conservative public interest law firm that is representing 
the groups suing, said the department published a 
booklet called “ Agenda for the 21st Century: Blueprint 
for K-12 Education” that supported Proposition 71.
Report: Stanford not meeting 
needs of campus minorities
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, who once 
branded the Soviet Union an evil empire, embarked 
Thursday on his first trip to Moscow, saying superpower 
relations have “ come a long way” since his 1985 face-off 
with Mikhail S. Gorbachev in Geneva.
At a White House departure ceremony held under dark 
skies and a steady rain, the president gave a mostly 
sunny assessment of relations between Moscow and 
Washington. But he acknowledged that “ we have many 
differences — deep differences.”
“ There will be plenty of work for Mr. Gorbachev and 
me in Moscow next week,” Reagan said. “ 1 do not ex­
pect it to be easy.”
The president and his wife Nancy then left for 
Helsinki, Finland, the first leg of their 10-day, 10,705- 
mile journey.
Reagan took off without the instruments of ratifica­
tion for the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces treaty.
Senate OKs plastic handgun 
ban, must settle with House
TOKYO (AP) — The government expressed relief 
Wednesday after U.S. President Ronald Reagan vetoed 
an omnibus trade bill providing for sanctions against a 
Japanese electronics maker and retaliation against 
countries that violate international trade agreements.
The relief was qualified, however, by a vote overriding 
the veto in the U.S. House of Representatives and the 
reasons behind Reagan’s disapproval of the bill.
Speaking to reporters at his official residence. Prime 
Minister Noboru Takeshita welcomed the veto and add­
ed, “ Concern now is primarily on domestic issues in the 
United States. When the negotiations (between the 
White House and Congress) begin, the issues most af­
fecting Japan will be brought out.”
During a news conference, Hajime Tamura, minister of 
international trade and industry, said, “ Our ministry has 
... requested efforts from the United States government 
to see that the trade bill would not be enacted.”
China denies arms activities 
with Pakistan and Argentina
STANFORD (AP) — Students and union workers 
reacted angrily to a committee report that contends the 
private institution has failed to meet the needs of 
minority students, faculty and staff.
The University Committee on Minority Issues, a 21- 
member group appointed last fall by President Donald 
Kennedy and Provost James Rosse, reported Tuesday 
that Stanford reflects a “ passive diversity,” where peo­
ple work and attend class together but remain separate.
United Stanford Workers, which represents 1,300 
technical, maintenance and service employees at the 
university, said it was looking into possibly pursuing a 
class-action lawsuit claiming discrimination against 
workers on the basis of race, sex and age.
The United Graduate Students’ Alliance said it has 
delivered a letter to Kennedy that urges special help for 
minority graduate students who face “ critical issues 
threatening our survival and success.”
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate Wednesday 
passed legislation to ban plastic handguns that could be 
slipped through the metal detectors at airports and fed­
eral buildings.
The anti-terrorism bill is similar to legislation passed 
by the House on a 413-4 vote earlier this month. Dif­
ferences in the two will have to be resolved before the 
gun ban is sent to President Reagan for his signature.
The nation’s major law enforcement groups lobbied 
heavily for the legislation, and worked out the com­
promise language with Attorney General Edwin Meese 
111. The National Rifle Association, after initial reluc­
tance, went along with the approach.
The Senate bill, passed by voice vote without debate, 
includes an amendment by Senate Republican Leader 
Bob Dole of Kansas and Sen. Pete Wilson, R-Calif., that 
would require toy guns to have bright orange plugs in 
their barrels.
BEIJING (AP) — China on Wednesday issued a series 
of denials about its activities on the world arms market, 
including reports that it helped Pakistan launch a 
missile and that it agreed to share technology for missile 
production with Argentina.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Li Zhaoxing denied
reports that Chinese leaders agreed to supply Argentina 
with technology for producing anti-ship and medium- 
range missiles capable of hitting the Falkland Islands.
In 1982, Argentina lost a war to Britain over the 
islands, which it calls the Malvinas.
A report in The Sunday Times in London said China 
and Argentina signed a secret agreement during Presi­
dent Raul Alfonsin’s visit to China last week. It said the 
agreement was for cooperation rather than sale of 
missiles and that China in return would receive access to 
Argentine research stations.
Li said no such agreement was discussed.
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Q uality L iving For Students
Studios, One Bedroom or 2 Bedroom
• Completely Furnished or Unfurnished
• Large Private Patios and Balconies
• Reserved Private Parking
• Free Cable TV
• Within Easy Walking Distance to Cal Poly
APARTMENTS
For best choice reserve now for Fall 
Very reasonable Summer rates 
• Unique storage option plan available
1230 Murray St., SLO (805)543-5224 or 543-9119
Have a safe 
and sober 
Graduation!
Student Health Services 
Student Affairs Division 
California Polytechnic State University 
San Luis Obispo, California 93407
Our trucks can handle some of the world’s
most priceless possessions.
At Ryder, w'e know your IxJongings can lx  serious stuft. Ma\ lx* 
that’s why so many students move with us.
Vi'e've got sturdy, dependable trucks in all sizes Man\’ are auto­
matics, with power steering, air conditioning and FM on top of the AM.
Plus, R\der can help.with ever\thing from mo\ ing equipnx'nt to 
tips on how to Li.se it.
So call Ryder. VC ell help m;ike sure \ou hold on to .some of your 
most precious nx*mories.
Call your local Ryder dealer 
for special student rates
Trett's Chevron 
3180 Broad St.
We’re there at every turn.’
544-0733
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EVERYTHING IN STOCK! 
NOTHING HELD BACK!
TAKE 20%  OFF 
CURRENT PRICES 
ON ALL REGULAR 
PRICED ITEMSI
A TH LETIC  SHOES
special Croup 
Baseball Shoes. 
Special Croup 
Children's Shoes 
Special Croup 
Athletic Shoes. 
Special Croup 
Athletic Shoes. 
Special Croup
Fila Shoes.........
Special Croup 
Hiking Boots ..
.Vo $65
CURItHrr EXTRA 
SALE SOHOKP
14.99 II* *
19.99 15**
19.99 15**
29.99 21**
49.99 19**
24.99 19**
A TH LETIC  APPAR EL
Dolfin
Running Shorts
CURRBIT EXTRA 
SALE SOHOPR
___  6.99 5**
Dolfin
Lycra Tights. . . ___  19.99 15**
Main Event 
w arm ups......... ___  19.99 15**
Burmys
volley Shorts . . . . . .  15.99 12**
Skyr
Sport Shorts . . ___  14.99 11**
All
Tennis Apparel EXTRA 2 0 %  O FF
All CU8R8NT PIUC8S
T -S h irts ........... EXTRA 2 0 %  O FF
Ray-Ban wayfarer I CURRBUT PEKES
Sunglasses . . . . ___  34.99 27**
ATH LETIC S
TENNIS/COLF
CUERBIT EXTRA 
SALE SRHOEE
Prince
Graphite P r o ............. 109.99 87**
Pro Kennex
Silver Ace 110.............  109.99 87**
Pinacle
Bonus Pack ...............  19.99 15**
Wilson
Golf Bags.......... EXTRA 2 0 %  O FF
MacGregor « « eert  p e k e s
Golf S e ts ...........EXTRA 2 0 %  O FF
CURRENT PRICES
TAKE 20 %  OFF 
SALE PRICES ON 
ALL SALE ITEMSI
DURING S A U  2 ITEM PRICING 
N O T IN EFFECT.
EXERCISE
CUERBIT EXTRA 
■ALE SOHOPP
■ Pacific
Istd. iron P la te s ......... 39</lb 11 ^ /ib
•bMod on mfg piintod lbs
Pacific
international Plates . . .  49Vlb 19^/ib
•based on mffi printed lbs
Excel Brutus i
Bench w/Leg Developer . 199.99 159**  
welder R450
R ow er............................... 99.99 79**
Pacific Standard
Curl B a r ..........................  14.99 11**
Ail
Precor Rowers. .  e x t r a  2 0 %  O FF
CURRENT PRICES
CURRENT EXTRA 
SALE lO H O PP
AISA Deluxe
S k a te b o a rd ................... 29.99 21**
Spalding NBA Synthetic
Leather Basketball . .  24.99 19**
Easton
B a t s ..................... EXTRA 2 0 %  O FF
/III B 0 | |  CURRENT PRICES
Cluing Helmets. . .  e x t r a  2 0 %  O FF
All Baseball/Softball c u r rw t  prices
Gloves..............................  30% 5 0 %Off Jan Off Hni.
CURRENT EXTRA 
SALE fOHOPP
Jansport
D-3 or D-5 P a c k .........  129.99 101**
Kelty 10° Rated
Mummy B a g ................... 89.99 71**
Jansport Rawhide
Day Pack .......................  23.99 19**
Eureka
Wind River ii Tent . . .  139.99 111** 
All Coleman coolers
& Campers Bags e x t r a  2 0 %  O FF
/^ll i iQ  CURRENT PRICES
w aterskis............EXTRA 2 0 %  O FF
All Connelly
w aterskis............e x t r a  2 0 %  O FF
CURRENT PRICES
CAM PINC/W ATERSKI
M AY 26TH ONLY!
Copeland^s Sports
962 M onterey
San Luis Obispo. 543-5663
I HVfW M V RW P W m  OV1 fMEW L V W  I I the rtRht to refuee I
K E N ' S  B I C Y C L E  S H O P
543-8179
1235 M onterey S t  * Betw een Santa Rosa and California
1-Day Repair Service Qose to Campus
SPECIAL SUMMER HOUSING OFFER!
We have changed our lease periods leaving 
some openings this SUMMER only!
■ Private bedrooms
■ Short-term commitment! June 18- Sept 3, 1988
■ $475 total rent + refundable deposit
Spend a quiet, relaxing summer w ith us. 
Apply today!
Woodside
ARARXBKETVTS
200N. SANIAROSA, SU3 
SanLuisOlispo 
544-7007
DISCOUNT
Mac SE
Internal Drives
30 MEG
Internal Hard Disk
• Quality Seagate 3.5" Drive
• 28 ms access time
• Special Mounting
• Macintosh SE and II
a c 's
discount price $495
20 MEG
Internal Hard Disk
• Quality Seagate 3.5" Drive
• 28 ms access time
• Special Mounting
• Macintosh SE and II
CIG's
discount price $450
Special mounting allows 
an internal hard drive 
Plus
two internal floppies
• Free Installation
• Full Year Warranty
• Complies with 
Apple's Warranty
543-3250
C e n t r a l s
K B s  information group
48 MEG
Internal Hard Disk
• Quality Seagate 3.5" Drive
• 28 ms access time
• Special Mounting
• Macintosh SE and II
aC's
discount price $650
ECT F
May 23 - June 3
BOOKS
old editions 
shopworn 
discontinued 
save 40% to 60%
i iEl Gcmk^ I BookstDie
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Multiple choice • Matching •. Compietion
Got those testin * blues again
T/F: Does the phrase 
above apply to you?
c a d c b d  c c u c d d c e d
By Karen N. Smyth
By the time Cal Poly students graduate they will have spent a 
large amount of time learning 
how to take tests.
Teachers have their own 
philosophies about ways to 
administer their exams in a 
way that motivates students 
to learn. Students as well 
have ideas about the way 
tests should be given.
Although multiple choice 
exams are the most common 
forms of tests, controversies 
develop about whether scan- 
trons are really an effective 
means of testing a student’s 
competence or merely trivial 
pursuit done with number two 
pencils. Students and teach­
ers favor essay exams, yet the 
time constraints of a quarter 
system and large class sizes 
often inhibit that kind of 
freedom.
Calvin Wilvert, a professor 
in the social science depart­
ment, says the best test is an 
essay. He said he believes 
that they are more conceptual 
than multiple choice tests. He 
said he does give essay exams 
to students in his upper-divi­
sion classes. However, if he 
was to give essay exams to 
his larger, general education 
lower-division classes, he said 
he would spend “ 40 hours a 
week just grading tests.” 
Wilvert said he does not be­
lieve in student graders. 
“ That’s my job,” he said. 
Wilvert said despite the 
drawbacks of the multiple 
choice tests, advantages do 
exist. He said that everyone is 
tested objectively. Wilvert 
said that no matter which 
type of test is given, the out­
come is generally the same: 
the well-prepared students 
will be more successful no 
matter how they are tested, 
and students who don’t 
prepare will not do as well.
Wilvert also said that tests 
should be comprehensive, as 
opposed those that test only 
portions of the class material 
at a time. Wilvert, who has 
tiught at the University of 
Vermont and U.C. Berkeley, 
said he was surprised to find 
himself the only instructor
when he came to Cal Poly 
that used a comprehensive 
final.
Greg Martin, a new in­
structor to Cal Poly this year 
in the poultry science 
department, says that variety 
is the key to good testing.
“ Certain students do better 
with certain kinds of tests,” 
he said.
Martin also believes that 
tests are just another learning 
tool. He gives students their 
tests back as soon as possible, 
so they can learn from them. 
Martin said quizzes are better 
for students who study highly 
technical classes.
“ It’s better to go on short 
stints rather than whole hog,” 
he said.
Jennifer Reed, a sophomore 
social science major transfer­
ring to business, said she 
thinks there should be more 
quizzes. She reasoned that 
quizzes are a motivation to 
keep up with reading assign­
ments and that they help to 
prevent cramming for the 
midterm or final. Reed said 
she prefers essay exams, say­
ing they are more 
straightforward than multiple 
choice and free of trick ques­
tions.
Karen Boster, a senior bio­
chemistry major says her 
tests are mostly essay and 
short-answer. She said she 
was more comfortable with 
multiple choice exams since 
she knew that at least one of 
the answers given is right.
Boster and Reed agreed 
that they get most stressed 
over essay exams.
“ You can B.S. a lot, but you 
still have to know something 
about what you are talking 
about,” Boster said.
Test anxiety, often 
associated with final exams, 
is a conditon that has stricken 
many a Poly student in one 
form or another. The anxiety 
affects students both 
physically and emotionally.
William Sydnor, a counselor 
at the Cal Poly Learning 
Assistance Center, often talks 
to students suffering from 
test anxiety. Sydnor says he’s 
never seen a student actually
become phobic over an exam. 
In extreme situations, 
however, test anxiety can 
trigger nausea or stomach 
upset in its victims.
Sydnor defined three 
precursors to test anxiety.
The first is due to pro­
crastination on studying as 
the day of the test nears. 
Another form of test anxiety 
develops from an insecurity 
about having only 50 minutes 
to organize material which 
students are used to retriev­
ing from a textbook or notes 
with no time restrictions
The third contributor to 
test anxiety is one of poor 
preparation, Sydnor said. 
Students in this situation 
may have put in study time.
however they realize during 
the test that they still do not 
have a firm grasp of the most 
important concepts.
Sydnor said he often hears 
of students who will drink a 
beer before an exam, assum­
ing that it will relieve some of 
the anxiety. He said that al­
though the students claim 
that it works, it’s not a good 
habit to get into.
According to Sydnor, the 
best way to combat test anx­
iety is through careful time 
management, a good diet and 
enough sleep. Rather than 
staying up late to cram in last 
bits of information, Sydnor 
said it’s better to allow 
enough sleep. In this way the 
test-taker is not too tired to
retrieve the information that 
is already understood.
Countering the argument of 
students who say they have 
so much studying to do that 
they can’t exercise or sleep 
enough, Sydnor says, “ they 
are too busy sawing to stop 
and sharpen it.”
Sydnor says a student who 
uses caffeinated drinks to 
keep awake may actually be 
aggravating an anxiety.
Last-minute cramming that 
occurs minutes before an ex­
am, Sydnor said, is also 
something to be avoided since 
it may further convince stu­
dents that there is still some­
thing they don’t know about 
the inform ation, and it 
reduces students’ confidence.
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Beware: If you’ve moved, let the library know
By Brenda Suppanz
staff Writer
If students don’t keep their 
home addresses up to date in the 
library, they may find out about 
overdue book fees only after a 
hold has been placed on their 
records and fines have ac­
cumulated.
Sharon O’Brien, a library 
assistant in the circulation 
department, said that once a 
Student’s fines for overdue books
reach $10 or more, the computer 
prints out a bill. “ Every other 
week I print up the fines,’’ she 
said. Students who receive over­
due notices can then, after 
returning the book(s) to the 
library, either mail the payment 
to the cashier’s office, or make 
the trip up the hill to pay the 
debt in person.
However, some students never 
receive overdue book notices 
because they have been mailed to 
the wrong address. The library
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records are not up to date with 
the school’s, O’Brien said, 
because the computers are not 
linked together. “ Because we 
have our own computer ... it’s up 
to each student to update their 
address,” she explained.
“ Some people have over $100 
worth of fines,” O’Brien said.
Books are billed as lost when 
they are one month overdue, she 
added, saying that the price for 
lost books is set by the 
Chancellor’s Office. Depending 
on the type of book, students are 
charged $20, $30 or $50.
The library takes steps to 
locate students with overdue 
books even if an address hasn’t 
been updated, O’Brien said. If a
bill is returned to the library 
because it had the wrong ad­
dress, a flag is given to the com­
puter to get a new address.
The library can also locate 
students by checking the com­
puter printout of all Cal Poly 
students, O’Brien said. If a new 
address is located, the library 
sends a bill there.
“ I do make attempts to find 
their current address,” she said. 
However, when the student can’t 
be located, sometimes the library 
mails it to the student’s perma­
nent address.
Another way the library lets 
students know about overdue 
books is by putting holds on ac­
ademic records, O’Brien said.
Records held include report 
cards, financial aid checks and 
CAR forms. O’Brien explained a 
hold may affect students right 
away or during the next CAR 
schedule, depending on the hold 
period. “ I just place my holds as 
they come out each day.”
Even if students never receive 
notice of overdue book fees, 
O’Brien said, “ they are respon­
sible for the fines that have been 
accumulated on the book.”
If a student feels a fine is un­
just, the cashier’s office said he 
must deal exclusively with the 
library. A Business Affairs rep­
resentative said the office hasn’t 
had any students complain about 
overdue book fees.
Students have to hunt and peck 
for library typewriters that work
By Diane Wright
Staff Writer
Students wanting to use type­
writers in the library to complete 
final projects may run into pro­
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blems.
There are 12 electric and seven 
manual typewriters available to 
students on a first-come first- 
served basis on the first, third 
and fifth floors of the library.
A recent check of the type­
writers found one manual and six 
of the electric typewriters broken 
or in poor working order. Pro­
blem s in c lu d ed  b roken  
backspace, tab and space bar 
keys.
Charles Beymer, assistant 
director of the library, said ideal­
ly a Cal Poly student who works 
in his office checks each type­
writer by typing on it every day. 
However, one of his office 
workers recently quit without 
notice and his current office 
worker said she does not have 
the time to check each typewriter 
every day.
Repairs are done by a Office 
Machine Repair Service worker 
through the Cal Poly purchasing 
office. “ I think with us he gives 
pretty good service,” Beymer 
said. “ He usually gets here the 
next day.”
However, if a typewriter needs 
parts, Beymer’s secretary said it 
usually takes 10 days to two 
weeks for parts to arrive.
Most of the typewriters are 
older models formerly used by 
Cal Poly staff and faculty.
“ We’ve never been able to have 
the kind of budget to allow us to 
buy new typewriters,” Beymer 
said. He said the library relies on
the repairman from Office 
Machine Repair Service to offer 
typewriters that departments on 
campus no longer want.
Joanne King, a Cal Poly grad­
uate student in the credential 
program, said she uses the 
typewriters regularly.
“ The ones on the third floor are 
really bad,” she said. King said 
the last one she used on the third 
floor would not advance and kept 
typing over the same spot.
King said she was impressed 
Cal Poly does not charge for use 
of the typewriters. She said she 
just transferred to Cal Poly from 
Humboldt State and students 
were charged 25 cents per half 
hour. “ That’s how they paid for 
maintenance — but they were all 
really good typewriters,” King 
said.
Jennifer Alcock waS using a 
typewriter on the third floor of 
the library last week. Alcock 
said, “ It doesn’t print the same 
color.” Some of the letters 
printed half black and half red. 
She also said the backspace 
didn’t work.
Last week the two other elec­
tric typewriters on the third floor 
were broken. One did not back 
space and the other had a broken 
space bar.
Journalism  m ajor Doug 
Naschke said he used the type­
w riters several times this 
quarter. He said at one time only 
one of the five typewriters on the 
See TYPING, page 9
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Faculty evaluations show teacher personality matters
But students say 
content of course 
is also important
By Marianne Biasotti
StaH Writer
Students spend a good part of 
classtime at the end of each 
quarter filling out faculty 
evaluations forms, never know­
ing what happens to those con­
structive criticisms, harsh slams 
or apathetic scrawls.
There is disagreement between 
students and faculty about how 
much importance these forms 
should play in assessing faculty 
ability, especially when this 
feedback could affect their 
careers.
Student evaluations, im­
plemented at Cal Poly in 1972, 
originally were proposed to pro­
vide confidential feedback for in­
structors regarding the quality 
of their instruction.
The feedback provided by 
evaluations allows faculty to 
compare their performance from 
year to year and see whether 
they’ve improved, plateaued or 
are falling, said Charlie Crabb, 
crop science instructor and Aca­
demic Senate chair.
But faculty weren’t aware that 
this feedback would eventually 
be used for review of retention, 
promotion and tenure. An in­
structor’s personal file, which 
also includes evaluations from 
peers, is now turned in to the 
peer review committee, depart­
ment head, school dean and the 
personnel department.
“ Assessment is an area of na­
tional concern, a concern that 
we’re not getting a number of 
qualified college graduates,’’ said 
an administrator who wished to 
remain anonymous. “ Generally, 
faculty needs and concerns are 
the priority here, and dictate the 
course of the university.”
“ It is a time when we are 
somewhat worried ... there’s a 
movement in the Legislature to 
have to assess us and the quality 
of job we’re doing,” said Lee 
Burgunder, a business professor.
However, unlike many instruc­
tors, Burgunder agrees that stu­
dent evaluations should be used 
for retention and tenure reviews. 
“ They want more documented 
information that we’re doing 
what we say we’re doing, and I
think we are.”
Other faculty question whether 
or not student feedback should 
be emphasized when evaluating 
their abilities.
“ Sometimes faculty get callous 
about evaluations and say stu­
dents can’t really judge whether 
I’m doing a good job or not 
because they’ve never been out
said.
“ They’re insulting the in­
telligence of students if they 
think we can’t tell whether what 
they’re teaching is valid or not,” 
said Stan Van VIeck, ASl presi­
dent.
“ That’s the exact reason we 
need faculty evaluations. If pro­
fessors think that, they’re
Th e y ’re insulting the intelligence of stu­
dents if they think we can’t tell whether what 
they’re teaching is valid or not. That’s the 
exact reason we need faculty evaluations. If 
professors think that, they’re wrong.’
— ASl President Stan Van VIeck
in the industry.
“ Students have more experi­
ence with judging the quality of 
a professor’s approach than most 
professors have — certainly they 
can make some objective deci­
sions,” said Crabb.
Joe W eatherby, political 
science instructor, thinks stu­
dents can be better judges about 
the fairness of tests, the quality 
of the text, or whether or not 
they liked the class. “ I think 80 
percent of evaluations is per­
sonality — it’s much more im­
portant than content with stu­
dents,” he said.
“ I’m not certain they can 
judge content, or should,” he
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wrong,” he added.
“ Maybe there’s a sentiment — 
who are students to judge 
whether I’m a good teacher? 
There’s some validity to that,” 
Burgunder said.
“ I don’t think they’re the best 
to judge but they have a point of 
view worth considering. It may 
be the best information we have 
at this moment,” he said.
Students question whether or 
not they have input in the quali­
ty of instructor they pay to teach 
them.
“ Theoretically, students’ feed­
back should be a teacher’s best 
source of information,” said 
Kevin Roebuck, an industrial
technology senior.
“ 1 don’t think they give stu­
dents enough credit,” Roebuck 
said. “ Reality is in the classroom 
— the rest is all politics.”
He said he gives the evalua­
tions his best effort, although he 
doesn’t know where they go or 
who gets them.
Martin Shapiro, a biology 
junior, said he can tell if faculty 
want to know if they’re com­
municating or not.
“One teacher obviously had 
tenure and was waiting to retire. 
I didn’t spend time to do the 
evaluation,” he said.
He said he takes evaluations 
very seriously, and thinks they 
should be as important to facul­
ty.
“ We’re not talking about 
whether or not they’re great 
scholars, or if they know their 
field. We’re talking about 
whether or not they’re good per­
formers in class,” said Weather­
by.
Crabb said there are other 
ways of motivating students, 
however, besides an instructor’s 
personality.
“ There are other ways of 
motivating students. If you
don’t want to get excited and 
jump around, fine, but then you 
need to create other means of do­
ing it,” said Crabb.
Students agree there is more to 
judging a teacher than per­
sonality.
“ 1 had a teacher who was bor­
ing, but he didn’t try to trick
students,” said Anna Castillo, an 
animal science senior. She said 
she learned a lot from that Class 
because the instructor made sure 
students understood the materi­
al, and tested on what they
knew, not what they didn’t 
know.
“ I look at teachers and decide 
if they’re good, bad or indif­
ferent, and that has to do with 
o rg an iza tio n ,’’ said Scott 
See FACULTY, page 9
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State grant allows 14 low-income children to use center
By Hope Hennessy
staff Writer
A $10,080 grant from the state 
Department of Education will 
allow 14 lower-income elemen­
tary school children to par­
ticipate in the C h ild ren ’s 
Center’s Poly Trucker program 
this summer.
In the past, the 3-year-old pro­
gram for 6 to 9-year-olds was 
open only to children of parents 
who could pay the weekly fee of 
$65. This is the first year that a 
grant has existed to accommo­
date children from lower-income 
families, said Evelyn Ruehr, food 
service manager at the center, on 
behalf of the center’s director, 
Liz Regan.
“ In April the Children’s Center 
received a letter from the state 
Department of Education saying 
it had special money available for 
summer programs for children,’’ 
said Ruehr. “ This is one-time- 
only money. There is no guaran­
tee that anything like this will be 
available next year,’’ she said.
Ruehr said the grant has been 
a great asset to Cal Poly stu­
dents and staff members who 
have more than one child.
“ Our primary contacts for the
program are students and staff 
who have a toddler in the tradi­
tional pre-school program and 
another child who has moved on 
to elementary school,’’ said 
Ruehr. “ If there are two children 
and they can both come here, it 
makes it easier on the parent. We 
like to keep families together,’’ 
she said.
The eight-week program, which 
is based on a first-come, first- 
served basis for any family 
meeting the lower-incom e 
qualification, is almost full al­
ready.
“ Before we even received the 
grant we had people calling and 
asking if we had room in our Poly 
Trucker program for children 
who fit the lower-income 
category. So we had some 
possibilities before we even had 
the grant.
“ Fourteen is not very many. It 
doesn’t take very long to fill up. 
If there was a way for this to be 
an ongoing opportunity for these 
children there would be a big 
demand, just from the indication 
we’ve received so far,’’ she said.
Ruehr said the Poly Trucker 
program is comparable to the 
summer recreation programs in 
the community.
“ We think we do more for the 
kids though,’’ she said. “ We have 
a lot of resources on campus to 
tap into. I t^ink that possibly 
some of the community pro­
grams don’t. - They also work 
with a larger number of children 
than we do. We offer a lot of field 
trips and learning experiences 
that would be difficult if you had 
a large program.
“ I think it’s a great opportuni­
ty for the lower-income children 
because they have an exposure to 
the campus environment and 
some of them may never have 
that opportunity,’’ she said. “ If 
they start to become familiar 
with this, they can pick up on it 
later and feel comfortable at a 
college setting,’’ Ruehr said.
The Children’s Center is 
especially concerned that Cal Po­
ly is not attracting a lot of
minorities.
“ Part of the reason is that we 
don’t have a real good support 
system for minorities and they 
haven’t had the exposure (to col­
lege campuses) early on. A 
number of these children fall into 
a minority area,’’ she said.
“ I think it’s exciting and it’s a 
way to benefit more children of 
working families and student 
families on this campus.’’
Two-legged offenders aren't only 
things that occupy Public Safety
By Marisa Fujikake
staff Writer
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It may seem like the campus 
Public Safety department deals 
with only thefts, assaults, bomb' 
threats and other crimes. But 
almost every day, officers res­
pond to unusual circumstances, 
often quite humorous ones, ac­
cording to public safety officials.
This type of job requires deal­
ing with people who usually have 
problems or stress, said Sgt. 
Robert Schumacher. “ These 
lighter moments help to relieve 
our stress. It helps to be more 
humane when dealing with peo­
ple.’’
Schumacher said he was once 
called out to the Swine Unit to 
solve a strange problem. “ They 
had a giant hog that had its 
tooth caught through its nose 
ring,’’ he said. “ There’s always a 
situation that comes along that 
tackles our imaginations as to 
how we are going to handle the
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Situation.
Last week. Public Safety was 
called to handle a problem that 
involved a pig in a Yosemite Hall 
tower. Schumacher said students 
occasionally bring back animals 
from various units to the dorms. 
It may be out of the ordinary, 
but the people at the Swine Unit 
take these kinds of situations 
quite seriously, he said.
Parking Officer Cindy Camp­
bell said pleasant relations with 
people brighten her day because, 
“ You’re usually dealing with 
people who are not happy to see 
you.’’
But one woman was grateful to 
see Campbell one day in the 
visitors’ parking lot.
The woman’s car locks were 
jammed, and she was locked in­
side the car, Campbell said. “ She 
was beating on the car window to 
get my attention. She couldn’t 
get the windows down and the 
locks were jammed, but 1 was 
able to pull the door handle from 
the outside to let her out.’’
Public Safety officials also said 
practical jokes within the cam­
pus police station help to relieve 
some of the stressful aspects of 
the job.
One time, investigators Ray 
Berrett and Wayne Carmack left 
for lunch, Schumacher said. 
While they were gone, other of- 
ficals left a rooster and two hens 
in their office. “ By the time they 
got back, the hens had laid three 
or four eggs, one of the eggs on 
Berrett’s seat,” he said.
Sometimes officers will receive 
a call, and when they arrive at 
the scene, they discover that 
something unexpected happened 
instead.
Several times they have been 
called to respond to the outdoor 
pool alarm. “ We treat every 
alarm like a burglary,” said Of­
ficer Mike Kennedy. A few times, 
they find students skinny dipp­
ing and not burglarizing, he said.
A memorable incident Ken­
nedy dealt with involved a bull in 
the pasture near the campus en­
trance.
Kennedy was called out to 
Slack Street for a broken fence. 
He said two bulls had teamed up 
on another bull in the fenced-in 
pasture. That bull decided to 
break through the fence to get 
out, he said.
“ The 2,000-pound bull was 
grazing in people’s yards,” he 
said.
“ Schumacher, city police and I 
worked together on this situa­
tion,” he said. They led the bull 
back into the pasture and shortly 
after, the two bulls charged at 
the straying bull, he said. The 
bull knocked out about 25 feet of 
fence as it tumbled down the 
embankment, he said.
“ Finally, we walked the bull all 
the way back to the other side of 
campus, up through Grand 
Avenue and past the Ad­
ministration Building,” he said. 
“ That was real funny. These kind 
of things can only happen at Cal 
Poly.”
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Weight Room
-  Olympic Free Weights
- Universal Machines
' Fitness Center
- free aerobics
Heated Swimming Pool 
Computer/Study Room
• IBM  Compatibles 
- access to Cal Poly Mainframe
10 or 12 Month Leases
Cal Poly Shuttle Bus
- leaves every half hour
Foothill
Lucfc/s 
Shcppfig 
C «n t«r
Ramona
S ta ra i«
Gtann
Mustang
Vilaga
Cadar
Craak
Oi
Fo o th i
Hactanda
We believe Valencia is the finest student housing in San 
Luis ObispK). But we don't want you to just take our word for it. 
We invite you to look at our competition (Cedar Creek,
Murray St. Station, Stenner Glenn, Mustang Village, Foothill 
Hacienda, and others) and then look at Valencia.
We*re confident you*ll choose Valencia!
555 Ramona Drive
k A  A  A  J k  A  A  A  A  J
543>1452
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Resident surveys to decide future; 
General Plan ‘essential’ to city
FACULTY
By Keith Nunes
staff Writer
The future size and shape of 
San Luis Obispo will be decided 
in the next year.
The city’s General Plan, or 
“ blueprint,” is being revised and 
will decide how San Luis Obispo 
will grow and shape itself for the 
next five to 10 years.
“ The General Plan is the vision 
of the community for its future. 
The plan covers such topics as 
circulation systems, land use, 
conservation of resources and 
housing,” said Mike Multari, 
community development director 
for the city.
The city is currently in the 
fact-finding phase of the project. 
Mail and telephone surveys are 
being conducted m order to find 
out what residents think of San 
Luis Obispo. There will also be 
w o rk sh o p s co n d u c ted  so 
residents may get more involved 
with the revision process.
“The General Plan is essential 
to our community,” said City 
Councilmember Allen Settle. “ If 
we can’t control how we use our 
land, then we can’t control our 
budget. I think the biggest pro­
blem facing the revision of the 
General Plan is the ability to be 
able to provide services for the 
city, for example water, sewer, 
police and fire.”
“ People don’t understand how 
important the General Plan is to 
San Luis Obispo,” said Multari. 
“ The plan is more than just a 
rulebook, it is guidance for what 
the public wants for the city. All 
residents, students included, 
must get involved with the 
survey process. Cal Poly plays an 
enormous role in the city and has 
to be a participant in planning 
for the city’s future.”
According to Multari, the big­
gest problem facing San Luis 
Obispo is the conservation of its 
small-town image and protecting 
its rural areas.
“ San Luis Obispo can no 
longer be considered an individ­
ual unit within the county. We 
affect other areas of the county, 
and they affect us as well. We 
must learn how to protect our 
individuality within the county, 
while maximizing our interaction 
with the rest of the county.”
One situation which may have 
a major effect on the General 
Plan is the possibility of increas­
ed enrollment at Cal Poly. “ We 
really have very little to say in 
the matter,” said Multari. “ If the 
state decides that they want Cal 
Poly to grow, all the city can do 
is file an environmental-impact 
report and show how such 
growth would affect the city. 
This is why the city and Cal Poly 
must work together so that both 
sides understand the situation.” 
Workshops for the General 
Plan will be held June 1, 22 and 
28. For more information, con­
tact the city’s Community 
Development Department.
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Hansen, a biology major.
Student evaluations are only 
one part of faculty files.
“ Peer evaluations are much 
more important than student 
ev a lu a tio n s ,”  said Harry 
Busselen, dean of the School of 
Professional Studies and Educa­
tion.
‘‘1 think some students 
evaluate on how entertaining the 
in struc to r was during the 
quarter,” Busselen said.
He said he accepts students’ 
evaluations of faculty as they are 
the ultimate consumers of what 
faculty are producing.
“ They (students) are the con­
sumers, but how do they know 
what they ’re consum ing?”  
Busselen asked.
“ Peers can only judge part of a 
class when they’re only sitting in 
for a couple of days,” said Van 
Vleck. “ Students go through the 
whole quarter and can compare 
information taught.”
The effect of “ good” or “ bad”
evaluations from students in and 
of themselves don’t necessarily 
carry much weight in the fate of 
the instructor’s job.
“ Evaluations remain pretty 
consistent,” said Weatherby. 
“ Students are pretty generous — 
you have to be pretty bad (to get 
negative evaluations).”
If students’ evaluations of a 
particular instructor are con­
sistently bad, Weatherby said it 
could cause a lot of problems.
“ If students come from a class 
and complain in mass, all hell 
breaks loose,” Weatherby said. 
That has only happened three or 
four times, however, in the 20 
years he has taught.
Busselen said in his four years 
as dean, he has never heard con­
sistently from a group of stu­
dents who didn’t like an instruc­
tor. He said it is often hard to 
get to the real issue of com­
plaints, and the number is usual­
ly very small.
“ Would 1 dismiss faculty 
because of student evaluations? 
Absolutely not,” Busselen said.
TYPING
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third floor worked. He said 
another time he found three of 
the typewriters taken apart. 
“There were pieces lying all 
over,” Naschke said.
Electronic engineering major 
Herman Cho said he was happy 
with the way the typewriter he 
was using worked. “ All the let­
ters are dark and look OK,” he 
said.
Beymer said some of the pro­
blems may be because the type­
writers are located in isolated 
locations in the library where 
there is not a staff person nearby 
to go to for help. “ Obviously a 
problem can pop up,” he said.
There are notes on some of the 
typewriters giving instructions 
on how to set margins and tabs, 
but none of the rooms has a sign 
directing students with problems 
to the library office.
Beymer said students find his 
office and sometimes ask for new 
ribbons to put on the typewrit­
ers. He said he lets students 
change ribbons themselves if 
they want to. Beymer said he 
does not receive a lot of com­
plaints. “ The number of people 
who come to the office is very 
few,” Beymer said.
Students can use word pro­
cessing programs on microcom­
puters in the Curriculum Micro
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GARFIELD ARMS
APARTMENTS
^738 GRAND AVENUE, S.L.O.|ij
H ■ Nicely Furnished 1 and 2 bedroom H 
Apartments
■ Microwaves
■ BBQ Pits and Lawn Area
■ 2 Heated Pools
■ Laundry Facilities
* Year Lease with Reduced Summer Rates 
Ten Month Lease also Available
P
1
1
1
1
m
Weekly Rates on Fully Furnished Units 
and that Includes Linens, Utensils, 
Microwave, and Other Amenities.
NOW RENTING
Agent 543-9119 or 
Manager 543-7835
^ l i a i i i B i p p p p p p p i i e i i i i i p p p p H B a
99Ci|
|| This coupon entitles 
■j you t(
" I  Limit one per cus-
l|
li o one Big Mac.
........
|| tomer, per visit.
■i Please present cou- 
21 pon when ordering.
| l  Not valid with any
II other offer.I Valid until June 30, 1988
BIG MAC 99C
IT’S A 
GOOD TIME 
FOR THE 
GREAT TASTE
Good only at
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Center instead of the typewrit­
ers, but the demand is great; 
sign-up is for two-hour slots up 
to about t'vo weeks in advance. 
Time slots are filled for all but 
one computer until May 26.
CZECH CHALETAPAR
Under New Management
Now Available!
S u m m e r Rates«/Fall applications
OPEN HO USE: Every Sat. 10-4. Sun. 11-2
[Call 2:30 - 5pm daily , 2^B ecl!/1 ¡2 bath]
at (805 ) 543-5292  • j^j-ge bedrooms with patio
^  • Located near Cal Poly
(805 ) 544-6012  • laundry Facilities
any time * Outside BB Q grills
Graduated Savings.
Last Josten's sale of the school year
i it /in  I
OFF
ALL 18K GOLD
$20 ‘  $40
OFF
ALL lOK GOLD
OFF
ALL 14K GOLD
One week only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For com[)lete 
details, see your Jostens representative at;
May 23-27
9 am  - 4 pm
Payment plans availabk'.
JOSTENS
A M E R I C A ' S  C O L L E G E  R I N G " * '
\
El Corral Bookstore
10 Thursday . M ay 26,1988 M ustang Daily
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stage — 1 couldn’t wait.”
Davenport’s specialty during 
her two years on the show was 
tap dancing and playing the 
guitar, but they wouldn’t let her 
sing because of her voice.
CLASS ENCOUNTERS
I  HATg -TMIS :fOB SEA<?CH 
lM6r
WHA-T HAVE we >/£/?£?/
The youngest mouseketeer was 
always accompanied to the stu­
dio by her mom. They would 
shoot many episodes in a day, a 
couple of days per week.
Because of the long hours 
spent in the studio, Davenport 
and the other mouseketeers 
received their early education by 
private teachers on the set. She
r^A ^K  f^ e A \/e h J s
you SAW OUR
HURRyeAu rne
didn’t go to a public school until 
high school, where there were 
many movie stars’ children who 
were “ a bunch of brats.”
D avenport remembers a 
trainer for the show who kept the 
children painfully in line.
“ He had a cane, and if we 
didn’t do it right he’d hit us. He 
was mean,” Davenport said.
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'^Quarterpound Charbroiled Hamburger
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Every Friday in the Snack Bar% 
'W During Spring Quarter! ' W
♦
YOUR OWN BEDROOM
$234-288 per month
WHY PAY AS MUCH ELSEWHERE AND 
STILL SHARE A ROOM?
DISCOVER THE WOODSIDE DIFFERENCE
■ All Private Bedrooms
■ Furnished (Gas & Heat Paid)
■ Individual Leases
■ Creekside Setting
■ Ample Parking/Friendly Staff
3 & 4 bedroom apartments now available for 
July 1st or Sept 1st occupancy.
DURING OPEN HOUSE, VISIT OUR MODEL UNIT 
& GET A FREE GIFT CERTIFICATE GOOD AT 
WOODSTOCK'S PIZZA OR THE YOGURT STATION
LEASING OFFICE OPEN DAILY 
9am-7pm Mon-Fri/10am-7pm Sat-Sun
Ì
Woodside
One of the most exciting 
things for Davenport was seeing 
Elvis Presley on the set and go­
ing to his wedding. Although he 
was more her mother’s idol than 
hers, Davenport was struck by 
his stardom.
Because she was so young, 
Davenport can’t remember as 
much as she’d like, but she 
remembers working with An­
nette Funicello.
“ Annette ran the thing — she 
was the prime person in the 
Mouseketeers. She was stuck-up, 
and thought she was better than 
everyone else.”
The money Davenport received 
from the show went toward fur­
thering her career in modeling. 
After the Mickey Mouse Club, 
she became the model for Breck 
shampoo at the age of 5, appear­
ing in magazines and on 
billboards. Next she appeared in 
the series Wagontrain, and when 
she was 7, she was the model for 
Morton salt.
“ They wanted to make another 
Shirley Temple out of me,” she
ALLEY
From page 1
The UEC decided fees will be 
increased by $3 in winter 1989, 
and by that summer, they will be 
raised by $5.
The issue of the bowling alley 
is not considered a new program. 
“ The University Union and the 
president may make routine fee 
increases for inf lat ionary 
reasons,” said Conway. “ New 
programs fee increases ... must 
go to referendum and be voted on 
by the students.”
The UEC will discuss amend­
ments to the budget proposal 
Thursday afternoon to decide 
where to move Rec Sports’ of­
fices and whether they should 
postpone the development of a 
pizza parlor in Mustang Lounge.
C A L E N D A R
thursday
I V  / %L
\  •^ 4U)0^
F. McLintocks
Thursday Special 
Prime Rib 
$9.75
686 HIGUERA
CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING M/F
Summer & Career Opportunities 
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus 
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, 
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW: 
206-736-0775 Ext. SOON
GRADUATE TO 
KINKO'S 'W
200 N. Santa Rosa St., SLO • 546-8581
Go to the head of the class with 
a great-looking professional 
resume from Kinko’s.
kinko's
973 FOOTHILL 543-0771 
882 MARSH 543-3363
said.
Her spot in the limelight ended 
when she had a kidney operation 
in the seventh grade. Although 
she and her mom thought she 
should continue, her father 
thought she was becoming too 
famous at such a young age.
“ He thought I was becoming 
too big too fast,” Davenport 
said.
The original Mouseketeers still 
have reunions, which Davenport 
compared to a high school reu­
nion. “ Some are writers, some 
are dead ... Annette still does 
peanut-butter commercials on 
T.V. and Bobby is tall, skinny 
and bald.”
The most recent reunion was at 
Disneyland two years ago for the 
opening of an art gallery featur­
ing Mi ckey Mouse  Cl ub 
memorabilia. Visitors can view 
old videos of the show in a room 
full of old mouseketeer photos.
Davenport said it’s fun for her 
children to watch the show on 
the Disney Channel, as they say, 
“ Look, there’s mom!”
SURVEY
•A memorial service for those 
who lost their lives in the Viet­
nam War will be held Thursday 
at 7 p.m. in U.U. 204. The service 
is sponsored by the Vietnamese 
Student Association.
•ASl Outings is sponsoring a 
leadership workshop Thursday at 
11 a.m. in U.U. 202. Recreation 
professor Mike Swiderski will 
lead the workshop through out­
door activities.
From page 1
in Colorado, Arizona and New 
Mexico. The Cal Poly chapter 
duplicated that survey to use 
here.
“ The original survey was for 
freshmen so we could see what 
types of attitudes they were 
bringing into Cal Poly,” said 
Gunn. “ We were doing it in the 
dorms at first but we found out 
there are a lot more than just 
freshmen living there.’’
This year’s sample size was 
smaller than last year’s because 
surveys are no longer allowed to 
be conducted in the dorms, mak­
ing it harder for the group to 
concentrate on just surveying 
freshmen.
The students participating this 
year  were p r e d o mi n a n t l y  
Catholic with Presbyterians and 
Baptists accounting for the next 
two largest groups.
“ You’re seeing a dominant 
Catholic idea,” said Gunn.
The second-biggest change 
from last year’s survey (behind 
the question of Christianity’s 
impact) was a drop from 83 per­
cent to 74 percent who believed 
that Christianity had a positive 
influence on the history and 
development of this country. 
Other than these two questions, 
there were no major differences 
from last year’s survey, said 
Gunn.
Fifty-two percent believed that 
Christians should be actively in­
volved in bringing about social 
and moral changes in society. 
When asked in what way, social 
work was the top answer.
“ Most people felt Christians 
should be involved through social 
work,” said Gunn. “ Very few 
would say that they should 
become involved politically.
“ Less than 50 percent said 
they have read more that half of 
the Bible yet they seem to have 
very strong opinions. This 1 find 
very interesting.”
Sixty percent believed, accor­
ding to t hei r  pe r sona l  
understanding, that Jesus Christ 
was God, the Son of God, or the 
Savior. Forty-five percent said a 
person must believe in, and ac­
cept, Jesus in order to become a 
Christian, and 34 percent felt 
that nuclear war and the arms 
race will be the greatest pro­
blems this generation must face 
in the future.
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C L A S S I F I E D
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AWARDS BANQUET AT SHORE CLIFF IN 
PISMO FRI JUN 3 TICKETS ON SALE 
THIS WEEK IN BUS BLDG LOBBY GET 
THEM EARLY THEY WILL GO FASTI
1982 HONDA XL500 CLEAN 
$800 OBO CALL JOE 544-9738 
NEW BREAKS REBUILT ENGINE
CLEARANCE SALE 
SAVE 40-60% ON SLIGHTLY WORN 
OR DISCONTINUED BOOKS-NOW THRU 
JUNE 3rd AT EL CORRAL
DONT THINK TWICE, IT’S ALRIGHT.
If you haven’t listened to that 
Lp or cassette recently then 
recycle it for something different.
Cash or credit for your unfavorite 
Lp’s, Cd’s or cassettes at Cheap 
Thrills Recycled Records,
879 Higuera- upstairs.
HOLIDAY SPECIAL
B-BQ RIBS- $1 
3-RIB DINNER-S4.50 
50c DRAFT BEER 
SATURDAY MAY 28th 
CHAPTER 1 
FOOTHILL PLAZA
INCENSE,SPIRITUAL SKY.GONESH, 
PRIMO plus MORE.BURNERS & OILS. 
THE SUB 879 HIGUERA(upstairs).
LOOKING FOR FUN,EXCITEMENT 
AND TRAVEL???!
BE A PART OF THE MARCHING BAND 
THE FLAG TEAM IS LOOKING FOR NEW 
RECRUITS. COME TO OUR MEETING 6/1 
7PM CALL 543-1348 FOR INFO.!
MEMORIAL
SERVICE
THURSDAY AT 7:00PM IN UU204 
SPONSORED BY VSA
RENAME THE CAGE!!
The Craft Center is revamping it’s 
store & needs a new name for it!
Help us out! Prize will be given. 
Details at the Craft Center
SUNGLASSES!! 9 major brands, all 
styles. 10% off with a cal poly ID 
VUARNET,BUCCI,OAKLEY,SKI-OPTICS, 
RAYBAN,HOBIE,GARGOYLE,SUNCLOUD, 
MAUI JIMS AND REVOS. The Sea Barn 
Avila Beach!! Open 7 days a week 
WE STOCK ALL STYLES!!!
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS­
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD­
VANCE______________________________
WINDSURF TRAINING ESCAPE ROUTE UU
HAPPY 21 ST B-DAY 
CORBY WHITE 
I LOVE YOU, TONJA
HildayouslampigHowfastwereyou 
goingonthewayhomeHowaboutthemears 
You’regoingdownhardit’soversolet 
yourfingersgetpickled DD’sW
**AOII**
THANKS FOR AN AWESOME EXCHANGE 
ON SATURDAY!! WE HAD A GREAT 
TIME. LOVE THE BROS OF SIGMA CHI
CONGRATULATIONS 
Stephen Worth Moss
newly elected
CEO Beta Theta Pi Corporation
Good Luck and -kai- 21
CONRAD LINDGREN & TRACY RAGGIO
SO PROUD TO BE PART 
OF THE FAMILY!
LOVE, YOUR LIL’ SIS 
THETA CHI
DELTA SIGMA PHI 
BEVIMRE OF THE RED DEATH 
SAILOR’S BALL '88
CAMPUS STORE SPRING FLING 
SWEEPSTAKES
WIN $$$$ IF YOU’RE GRADUATING 
YOU COULD WIN $100! DRAWING IS 
MAY 27th-COME BY FOR DETAILS
DO IT TILL IT HURTS WITH THE
YAYA’S
ROSE AND CROWN FRIDAY 5-27 9PM
LOST 14K gold cross and chain 
Great sentimental value 
Women’s PE bldg locker PLEASE 
return to HEIDI 937-5080
11 SIBLINGS ARE PROUD 
NEED TlX
PATTI........ 544-0988
CASH PAID FOR FURNITURE AND OTHER 
ITEMS OF VALUE CALL ROD 546-8107
r
DESPERATELY SEEKING
GRAD TICKETS 
WILL PAY $$$ 544-8380
GRAD TICKETS WANTED!
$$ NEG TOM 541-6958
GRAD TICKETS 4 SALE 
CALL 549-8935 AFTER 5:30PM
Graduation Tickets-will paylLeave 
message-Janice 544-1707or937-3598
GRANDMA’S GOTTO GO $40.00 FOR 
GRAD TICKS BRENT AT 543-3961
I NEED GRAD TICKETS WILL PAY $ 
CALL 544-2297 TERRY
Local recording studio seeks 
female pop/rock singer for demo 
tape. Send tape and photo to AIM 
PRODUCTIONS PO BOX 1432 SLO 93406
OBESE GIRLFRIEND. NEED 3 GRAD 
TICKETS.MARCUS 541-1820/544-3040
OUT OF STATE RELATIVES NEED 
GRAD TICKETS. $CALL 543-5973$
PLEASE HELP!
I NEED 2 GRADUATION TICKETS 
I WILL PAY PLEASE CALL KATIE 
541-1673 OR 544-3243
Roses are red you see, and I will 
be blue, because I need 5 extra 
Grad tickets.Please call 546-9890 
or 544-6453 please leave message
WILL TRADE STING TICKETS FOR 
GRAD TICKETS. Excellent seats. Call 
Steve or Kathy 541-5386 543-6220
IT’S NEW
The m u s t a n g  DAILY NOW HAS A
MORE CONVENIENT PLACE FOR YOU TO 
SUBMIT CLASSIFIED ADS.
The UU INFO DESK NOW HAS A 
MUSTANG DAILY DROP BOX. The 
DEADLINE FOR ALL CLASSIFIED ADS 
IS 10 AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE
MIKE VIGO’S Professional School of 
Softball Pitching. Learn The Techn 
iques and skills to Pitch in a ch 
ampionship softball game call 
773-VVALK
544-1305:SR.PROJECTS & RESUMES 
HELP WITH GRAMMAR AND SPELLING
Accurate TYPIST:Corrects All Your 
Spell,Punct,Grammar $2pg 543-3764
EXP Typist with LASER PRINTER 
Will also format & laser print 
from your IBM comp disc 544-7676
EXPERIENCED CP TYPIST 543-0550
Fast accurate typing $1.50 per page. 
Please call Victoria at 528-1014
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS,CALL 
BONNIE 543-0520, EVES.
LASER PRINTED TYPING
CalLThe Latest Word 528-8505
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 
Call Karen at 544-2692
R&R WpRD PROCESSING AND TYPING 
(Rona),LASER PRINTER w/100-t-type fonts, 
student rates,9am-6pm, M-Sat,544-2591
1985 VW SCIROCCO-BLACK 
EXCELLENT COND. 473-1247
RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD 
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY 
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO 
BEACH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE
RESUMES-PAPERS-SENIOR PROJECTS 
WORD PROCESSING-STUDENT RATES 
937-6992 (S.M.) - 7 DAYS/WK
THE IMPRESSION
Professional, Accurate Typing 
Senior/Master Thesis Expert 
541-3090
iyping:Term papers,Theses,Resumes 
lOithy 461-1031 12-4p.M-F & 6-9p.T-F
OPENING SOON! SUZANNE&CO. 
Welcoming your better womens 
clothing-consign or sell 543-2764
W4NTED FEW PEOPLE. WE WILL PAY 
YOU TO LOSE POUNDS CALL489-2418
PAUL MITCHELL MODELS both M/F: Needed 
for June 13 hair shw.For more 
info- CALL 805-541-2988(daily) OR 
805-773-0813(eves.).
CHAPTER ONE
has a part-time opening 20/25 hrs 
per week must be 21 and avail.sum 
will train to cook & work the front 
$4.25 plus tips. Apply in person 
Foothill Plaza
Clean-up/light maintenance work 
flexible AM hrs. Mon-Sat 8-10 hrs/wk 
$5/hr. Apply in person 
Chapter 1 - Foothill Pleiza
SUMMER JOB!
Flexible Hrs-fun job$5hr.Job starts 
5/15-9/15 CALL Kathy 541 -6751
Telephone Soliciting-No exp necc- 
essary Low Key-Not hard sell Eves 
5:30-8:30-flexible 544-7668
Video Production unit of com­
munications services, needs part 
time student assistants for 
occasional work. Must be self­
starting, dependable and detail 
oriented. VHS production or 
photographic experience helpful, 
but not necessary. To apply, come 
to rm 25 in the basement of 
‘BA&E’ during business hours.
W4TERFRONT DIRECTOR AND CANOE- 
ING
COUNSELOR Day camp exp. teaching
children. Adv.lifesaving
min age 19. Ref. 415-283-3795
1 SCHWINN CRUISER CICYCLE 
ALL ALLOY PARTS,TANGE FORKS 
HANDBRAKES EXCELLENT CONDIT. 
ONLY $125
CALL 549-9503
1 pr. Srawberry Bluegrass Festival 
tickets $30 at Yosemite Call995-1313
SAIL BOARD BIC 210 2 SAILS 
COMPLETE $425 KEN 927-8094
SOFA SLEEPER
GREAT CONDITION,DOUBLE SIZE, 
BROWN. $100 OBO CALL DARLA 
541-2663 OR 772-5773 (EVES)
VyiATERBED-QUEEN W/HEATER $100 
GOOD COND.-COMPLETE 541-4842
1980 SUZUKI GS450 25000 MILES
BIKE POSSESSED BY DEMONS.RUNS
WELL
$300 541-2349 SETH 8AM OR 6PM
MIYATA 10 SPEED 21 ‘ FRAME $60. 
GREAT CONDITION 995-3412
78 RABBIT EXEL. COND. $2500 481-9139
71 BUG Good Condition 
Runs well $1950 543-2439
VW 72 MUST SELL $500 466-8838 
ISUZU 84 P’UP $1900 OR OFFER
VW Convertible, ’74 Good 
Condition $3800. obo 772-7637
1 MALE FOR FALL 88 OWN ROOM 
FURN, WOODSIDE 549-9761 JASON
1 marvelous F 2 shr rm in 2 bdrm 
frnished twnhse w/3 fab girls 
walk to Poly. $220mo,sptl-Jn30. 
will be a blast! 7564765,7563996
1 or 2 M/F to share rm in Furnshd 
condo off South St for Sumr and/ 
pr 88-89 skool yr. Very nice. Mny 
x-tras. Call Joe at 756-4579 or 
Norma at 543-5108
2 F rmmts needed to share mstr bd 
rm in nice condo-Lgna Lake area. 
$192.50/mo. plus dep. call 549-8203
2 females needed to share room in 
PRIVATELY OWNED Cedar Creek Condo 
$230 per month (save$35 per month) 
Many Extras Karen 546-9083
2F/M share Cedar Creek condo 2bed 2 
ba pool micro laun fully furn avail 
6/18/88 230MO. Michelle 544-3893
2RMMATES TO SHARE RM $150EA. 
CALL ERIC OR JOHN 544-0382
Female own Large Room Close to 
Poly Avail mid June $240 543-3525
Female(s) close room 330 fully 
furn for 1or2 storage 6/15541-3763
GREAT ’HOME’! Remodeled last yr 
cIs 2 twn wshr/dryr fully furnishd 
SUMMER: 2 F to shr $170ea (neg) 
FALL: 1 F to shr $200 
543-8549 Iv msg MUST SEE!
M ROOMMATE FOR NEXT YEAR !N CEDAR 
CREEK W/ARCH & CM STUDENTS 
PLEASE CALL 756-4653 OR 756-4655
1962 KARMAN GHIA $1500 927-8094
Mstr Bdrm w/bath in roomy house. 
Washer.dryer,BBQ.$260/mo.&1/3 util 
Avail 6/15(flexible date)Nonsmoker
NEED 1F RMT TO SHARE 2BED2BATH 
APT,GRANDAVE 167/MO SHERRI 546- 
9704
ONE ROOM IN TWO BEDROOM CONDO 
W&D,MICRO,UTILITIES PAID $250/M0 
AVAIL 6-11 -88 CALL 549-0504_________ __ .
Own room & bath in apartment near 
Laguna Shopping area. Non-smoker, 
pool &parking. Available summer 
and 88-89 school year. $300 a 
month inci utilities except phone 
Call Barbara eves 541 -5695
OWN room in house on So. Chorro
with two Engr. Students Quiet
Clean, Fireplace Avail. 4-1-88
270 mo. 549-9265______________________
Own room in house half mile from 
Poly $250/mo inc! util 546-9074
ROOM FOR RENT SHARE MSTR 
BDRM FOR SUMMER,YRD, WSHR/DRY 
MICRO,GARAGE 100/MO 541-6874
SUM SUB 1FM OWN ROOM IN LARGE 
3BDRM HOUSE.$200 544-7156 EVES
Sum Sub Own room, WD, Micro 
PETS OK 200/MO 549-0340
SUMMER SUBLET-OWN ROOM IN HOUSE 
LAGUNA LK AREA 150/MO 541 -4923
SUMMER SUBLET NEAR POLY 
$225/mo. Huge Twn.House. MALE 
CALL 549-0328 Gentry
SUMMER SUBLET-2FM rmts needed 
to share 1 furn bdrm in house 
across st. from Poly$160/each 
(negotiable) FRPLC/W&D/MICRO 
Please call 544-1853Kris or Julie
SUMMER SUBLET-ROMM IN HOUSE 
CLOSE TO POLY 230/MO 541-4133
Two fun guys need 1 or 2 more to 
share spacious condo. Micro,wash/ 
dryer,VCR.$190 to share,$250 for 
own room.Call NOWChris 544-2736
WANTED 2F to share room 130 or 1F 
240 many extras avail 6/15-88-89 
school yr 544-5231
WANTED: 1M RMMTE FOR NEXT YEAR. 
$200/MO -t-UTIL 546-9926
^E N T IR E  A P T *
SUMMER SUBLET $200 MO. 546-8248
2 BDR-1 BATH APT.2-4 PEOPLE 
Balcony, Fire, Carport, Storage,
BBQ 575/mo OPEN 6/16 CALL 546-9243
2 bdrm apts. furn or unfurn. 9 month 
lease. Pool, Tennis, Free utilities. 
Call 544-7772
2M want room at Pine Crk 4Fall 
Rent us your room! 543-1941
APT,2 bedrm furn for 4,near Poly 
$560/mo for yr lease ;$620/mo for 
10-mo lease ireduced summer rental 
available, 543-8517 or 544-5385
APT.for lease Summer Quarter 
2 BDM 2 Bath $500/month 543-2439
CHEAP SUMMER, RESERVE FOR FALL 
Own Room, BIG house w/fun puppy 
3bd1ba W/D 150smr-250fall 541-4069
FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12 
MONTH LEASE 543-1452
HOUSE/DUPLEX FOR RENT. WALK TO 
POLY. ALL UTILITIES PD. $645/
MO. 541-5170. NEWLY PAINTED.
LAGUNA LAKE RM AVAIL FOR SUMMER 
AND/OR FALL. PRICE NEGOT. 543-9279
NO WORRIES OVER THE SUMMER FOR 
FALL HOUSING! GET 3-4 FRIENDS 
TOGHETHER TO HOLD BEAUTIFUL 
HOUSE W/3BDRM 2BTH LG FAM RM W/ 
FIREPLACE &FRONT&BACK YARD CALL 
FOR DETAILS 546-9659
OR 546-8862
OWN ROOM FOR RENT IN HOUSE. 
SUMMER AND FALL QAURTERS. 
INEXPENSIVE AND CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
CALL BETH AT 544-7866 OR PAT 
AT 544-8909
ROOM FOR RENT - RIGHT OFF CAMPUS 
CHEAP! CALL 549-9933 ASK 4 TYLER
Sum sublet Laguna area own room 
(furn,h2obed,dresser)own bath&park 
space $250 neg.call Norma546-9963 
or Kathy541-6421 message
SUMMER CONDO FOR 1 OR 2 M OR F 
$80 SHARE $125 OWN RM 543-0685
Summer Sublet:
2 rooms open for 3 people 
Share room $140/each 
close to campus and shopping 
Call 756-4226. Leave Message
SUMMER SUBLET in Cedar Creek 
2 spaces avail. $120/obo 
Close to Poly, Pool & much much more 
call 541-5488
SUMMER SUBLET: Close to Poly 
4 rooms open to share or single 
price negotiable call 549-8851
Are your parents ready to 
invest? For affordable priced 
condos and homes-contact Jane- 
Century 21 Obispo-543-1242
BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES LISTED 
FREE INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE 
ON CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
CENTURY 21-541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE? FOR A FREE LIST 
OF ALL THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSES & 
CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, CALL STEVE 
NELSON-FARRELL SMYTH,INC. 543-8370
Must sell (graduating) mobil home 
remodeled 546 Higuera no. 19, 
in back by creek was $10000,need 
$7500 541-2434
Why rent when you can own this 
large 1 bdrm. mobile home in SLO 
for $21,000, pets ok 549-6528
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punish.
The policy also states the uni­
versity will determine remedies 
for people who are subject to 
“ malicious, false allegations of 
sexual harassment.”
“ It’s just as illegal for (some­
one) to press charges against 
someone that are unfounded as it 
is for someone to engage in sex­
ual harassment,” Duerk said.
The senate adopted a resolu­
tion to support use of book and 
periodical inflationary adjust­
ments by the CSU in determin­
ing the annual library materials
budget.
According to the resolution, a 
1.99 percent increase in the ac­
quisitions budget from 1985-86 
to 1988-89 has not kept pace 
with the rapid inflation of books 
and periodicals during that time.
“The resulting loss of purchas­
ing power has seriously reduced 
the number of new book and 
periodical titles that can be ac­
quired by the library,” the reso­
lution states.
A copy of the resolution will be 
sent to the statewide academic 
senate and the Chancellor’s Of­
fice.
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tions. Cindy Campbell, parking 
officer, said that stress levels 
among students are at the 
highest during the beginning of 
fall quarter and toward the end 
of spring quarter. Consequently, 
they are more apt to park freely, 
she said.
Another problem that Public 
Safety as well as the Cal Poly 
Fire Department face is the in­
crease in fire hazards within the 
residence halls and in the sur­
rounding grass areas.
Last weekend, firecrackers 
were set off in Sequoia Hall, 
which resulted in two minor
carpet burns, said Officer Joe 
Baranek. “ The potential for fire 
is always there when handling 
firecrackers,” Baranek said.
Firecrackers become more 
abundant during this time of 
year because of Fourth of July, 
said Chief John Paulsen of the 
Cal Poly Fire Department.
Some students buy them out­
side of the state and bring them 
in illegally, he said. The presence 
of firecrackers increases the risk 
of residence hall fires and 
vegetation fires. Injuries are also 
a concern for the fire department. 
“ We warn students at the 
beginning of every year that
f i reworks are forbi dden, ’’ 
Paulsen said.
If a person is caught, depen­
ding on the severity of the vio­
lation, the person may be expell­
ed . If caught  deal ing 
firecrackers, he may be arrested, 
he said.
Public Safety officials said that 
although there is no definite way 
to reduce the problems that oc­
cur toward the end of the year, 
they follow through with com­
plete reports. This helps to in­
crease the awareness of students 
of the seriousness involved in 
every case, said Sgt. Steve 
Schroeder.
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DERRELS i S j n i n i STORAGES
STUDENTS! HAVE WE GOT A PLACE FOR YOU!
MOVING OUT OF THE DORMS? •  GIVING UP THE APARTMENT?
5X5,5X10 and 5X15 spaces available
Supply is limited, so rent early!
3650 Broad Street San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
546-8300
